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TREASURE LOCATOR!

"COMMANDER" 720

This Go I da k Treasure
Locator is unsurpassed for
locating buried treasure,
coins. Civil War relics and
for beachcombing. Features
"Tell-Tone" Signal. Locates
any metal object under dirt,
sand, mud, rock, etc. No
cumbersome cords-completely transistorized, battery powered.

When it comes to finding your pot of gold, go
with the leader—go with
Goldak!

EFFECTIVE DEPTH RANGE
(Under Normal Conditions)

T

April will soon be
upon us bringing with it the
magic of Springtime and, ending for
many of us desert lovers, the winterlong wait to see if climatic conditions
have been conducive to a good crop of
wildflowers. From early reports in the
Anza-Borrego area, the ocotillo have
the lushest foliage in many years and
blooms are appearing with a promising
profusion. The sand verbena is just
poking through and should take
three weeks at least to reach the bloom
stage. The Lancaster, California area, famous for its colorful flower displays, should
lave a bumper crop, although early spring chills may hold back some areas.

A Peek
in the
Publisher's
Poke

HE MONTH OF

The April issue of DESERT also brings something new to its readers. The
column appearing on page 31, Notes from the Field, will be an informative one for
the benefit of many who are out and about the West. Everyone is encouraged to send
in any information they feel would appeal to fellow readers. The success of the column
depends on the cooperation of our readership. Address all your correspondence to
"Field Notes," c/o DESERT Magazine, Palm Desert, California 92260.
With almost everyone driving a recreational vehicle of some sort, it came as a
shock to receive a news release from the Tire Industry Safety Council that states:
"Nearly one-fifth of the recreational vehicles on the highways are dangerously overloaded." !
The Council bases its estimates on study by the Wisconsin Department of
Transportation which found 21 percent of the vehicles inspected were carrying loads
which exceeded the tires' maximum load-carrying capacity. Most important to desert
travelers is the fact that excessive heat is a tire's worst enemy; most frequent causes
are underinflation and overloading. Add to this the extra high air temperatures experienced in most desert areas and a really hazardous situation results.
The Council offers free of charge a "Recreational Vehicle Consumer Tire
Guide." This contains information on proper tire care, charts covering load range
and inflation pressures, and tips on how to increase the mileage and safety factors of
tires. Write to "Recreation," Box 726, New York, N.Y. 10010.
The Council also has available a "Recreational Vehicle Tire Kit" which
contains a copy of the booklet, a special high pressure air gauge calibrated to 120
pounds, a tread depth gauge and a set of four protective metal valve caps. Cost
of the kit is $3.50, and can be ordered from the "Recreation" address.

Start out right—send $1.00 prepaid for authentic gold-plated
replica of a Spanish doubloon
found off Cape Kennedy.
THE GOLDAK COMPANY, INC.
1101-AAirWay
Glendale, California 91201
•
•

Please send free literature on GOLDAK treasure locators.
I enclose $1.00 prepaid for my gold-plated
doubloon replica with pouch.

Name —
Address City
State —

_Zip-

Next month will bring the readers the Special Northern Arizona-Southern
Utah issue with a Desert Safari to Tonopah, Nevada, thrown in for good measure.
This issue should prove a valuable summer vacation-planning guide to some of the
most scenic areas of the West. For you newsstand buyers: if you can't find the May
issue, because we anticipate a near sell-out, drop us a card and 50c and we'll pop one
in the mail the same day.

soft. This toughness is due to its being
made up of many small fibers, intimately interlaced and locked together. Leather is tough for the same reason.

Rambling

When the gem cutter works with
jade, he finds this toughness resists him
to the point where progress is slow. It
is possible to grind away only a few
fibers at a time. These are so locked with
others, that most of the time only part of
a fiber can be removed. Once an individual fiber is gone, the work can proceed
to the next. This extreme toughness does
make slow work, but greatly reduces
breakage, which can be a greater problem.

by Glenn and Martha Varg
JADE: What Goes Into a Name

P

RACTICALLY

EVERYONE

knows

of

jade, and that it is a green gem.
There are other colors of jade; gray,
pink, nearly white, red, orange brown,
and black. This material has had a long
association with man, and is to be found
on all continents in burials of ancient
cultures. Most ancient peoples used it
for tools and weapons because it was
very durable. Later, cultures added the
use of ornaments and fetishes, but the
use as a tool persisted to the time of
metals and beyond. The ancient Chinese cultures gave jade a place of reverence and built whole cultures around it.
The lore and fascination of jade persists
to this day; many people prefer it over
any other gem.
Caucasian man was first introduced
to jade in South America. The Conquitadores found the Indians using it as
tools and ornaments. The present name
is evidently derived from the Spanish
word ijada, for flanks or loins, alluding
to where it was worn. The use of jade
never really flourished in Europe, probably for a lack of supply, and the already established use of metals and
other gems.
The word jade does not signify any
one mineral, but rather a number of
them. What the word does indicate, is
,i stone of great toughness. This should
not be confused with hardness; they are
two very different things. We like to
use a piece of soft leather as an example. A fingernail may easily make a
deep groove in a piece, thus showing
that it is not hard. On the other hand,
one would spend many hours trying to
chew through it, proving its toughness.
Jade is very tough, and is about 6 to 7
in hardness, which is mineralogically

Two minerals are most commonly
called jade. These are jadeite, a pyroxene,
a group that includes rhodonite and
spodumene; and nephrite, a type of amphibole, of which asbestos is a member.
The name jadeite is derived from the
name jade, while nephrite is from the
Latin, nephros, meaning kidney, and
probably referred to the kidney shape of
many pieces when they are found. Practically all of the prehistoric use of jade
was confined to these two minerals.
It is interesting in that neither of these
two jade minerals appears in China. The
first use of jade in China was the chenyu, a nephrite that came from central
Asia. What is now known as Chinese
jade is jadeite and comes from Burma.
It is correctly called Burma jade.
The other minerals that can masquerade as jade are: a type of vesuvianite,
better known as californite, a massive
form of garnet from Africa called Tranvaal jade, a type of serpentine called bowenite, and certain minerals in massive
form, such as epidote, prehnite, smithsonite, and others. Of this group, the
californite and the garnet are so much
like jadeite or nephrite that at times they
can confuse some experts. The sale of
either of the two as jade is not really
fraudulent, for the name jade refers only
to a characteristic, and at least to some
degree, these possess it. The other members of the group usually lack hardness
or other desirable quality, and the sale of
these as jade at least borders on fraudulency.
Less than 50 years ago, someone that
considered himself a jade expert made
the statement that jade was not to be
found in the United States. He did not
make his decision with the amateur gem
cutter in mind! Amateurs began to want

jade, and looked for it. They were rewarded with the marvelous find of nephrite in Wyoming. This spurred search
in other areas, and up came californite,
named for California where it was found.
Other finds of both jadeite and nephrite
were made in California and other states.
Alaska today is probably the greatest producer of jade, and other areas are undoubtedly waiting to be found. Rough
jade can be easily overlooked as it weathers on exposure to where the pieces are
covered with a worthless "rind" that does
not resemble jade.
Most jade cutters experience various
amounts of difficulty in polishing. This
is due to many included impurities. Far
too often the best polish that can be obtained looks much like an orange peel,
and is commonly referred to as such.
A number of years ago, an enterprising
individual decided that the polishing
problems with jade should be solved. He
conceived the idea of contacting jade cutting experts and asking them to divulge
their polishing secrets. Most of the experts complied, but when their methods
were compared, no two were the same.
Further investigation showed that each
was an expert at cutting and polishing
one type of jade from one or only a few
localities. All that could be learned was
how to polish a certain type of jade from
a certain locality. This, of course, was
valuable information, and has been put
to use by many. It was only further emphasis on the highly variable characteristics of the minerals we call jade.
•

DELIGHTFUL CLIMATE
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CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
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